Robust helical path separation for thickness mapping of pipes by guided wave tomography.
Pipe wall loss caused by corrosion can be quantified across an area by transmitting guided Lamb waves through the region and measuring the resulting signals. Typically the dispersive relationship for these waves, which means that wave velocity is a known function of thickness, is exploited, enabling the wall thickness to be determined from a velocity reconstruction. The accuracy and quality of this reconstruction is commonly limited by the angle of view available from the transducer arrays. These arrays are often attached as a pair of ring arrays on either side of the inspected region, and due to the cylindrical nature of the pipe, waves are able to travel in an infinite number of helical paths between any two transducers. The first arrivals can be separated relatively easily by time gating, but by using just these components the angle of view is severely restricted. To improve the viewing angle, it is necessary to separate the wavepackets. This paper provides an outline of a separation approach: initially the waves are backpropagated to their source to align the different signals, then a filtering technique is applied to select the desired components. The technique is applied to experimental data and demonstrated to robustly separate the signals.